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Paper II : English Language

Max. Marks : Private 35 Min. Marks : Private 12
Note : 1. ‚ãÔããƒÃ½ãò› ½ãÖããäÌã²ããÊã¾ã ½ãò •ã½ãã ‡ãŠÀ¶ãñ ‡ãŠãè ‚ãâãä¦ã½ã ãä¦ããä©ã 9 ãäÔã¦ã½ºãÀ 2020 Öõý

2. Section A, B and C are compulsory for all Private students. Please follow the
instructions, given in each section, Marks distribution for all students are as shown
in question paper.

Section A : Objective Private : 5 x 1 = 5

1. Who is the hero of the story - 'A Hero'?

(a)  Swami (b) Granny (c) Mother (d) Father

2. Choose the correct synonym for the word - Glad

(a)  Broken (b) Happy (c) Open (d) Round

3. Does wood sink in water? Which word is a material noun?

(a) Sink (b) wood (c) does (d) Water

4. The pen is................ than tha sword :

(a) nicer (b) mightier (c) softer (d) harder

5. ..............was not built in a day.

(a)  God (b) Sun (c) Rome (d) Moon

Section B : Short Answer Private : 3 x 4 = 12

1. What are the weavers weaving at the break of day?

OR

What according to Swami's father, was disgraceful?

2. Give synonym for the following words:

(a)  Good (b) Happy (c) Famous

OR

What does Service of India mean?

3. What was grandmother's reaction towards the music lessons?

OR

What is the effect of the solitary reaper's song on the poet?
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Section C : Long Answer Private : 4 x 41/2 = 18

1. Give Snynonyms for the following words:

(a) Keen (b) True (c) Important (d) Stop

OR

Give antonyms for the following words:

(a) Divide (b) Fiction (c) Near (d) Kind

2. Do as directed : (any four)

(a) Slow and steady (wins / win) the race. (Choose the correct form of verb)

(b) (Is/Are) the pen in this drawer? (Choose the correct form of verb)

(c) I (forgot) your mobile number. (Choose the verb into past perfect tense)

(d) There are (much/many) roses in the garden. (Use the correct quantifier)

(e) The Everest is.......... Highest mountain in the world. (Use appropriate article).

3. Read the following passage and answer the questions : (any two)

There seems to be a general opinion in this country that Sardar Patel was rather of a harsh and
rough temporament. Men call him the 'Iron Man of India.'. He was, no doubt, an iron man in the
sense that one could rely on him for strict and efficient administration. But as a man, to those who
had the good fortune of coming into close contact with him, he was kind and considerate. At
times, he even became emotional, where his personal friends and followers were concerned.
However it goes without saying that, the Sardar had great skill in organising affairs. He knew the
way of picking people and putting them in their proper places. Once he judged a man and found
him correct he trusted him fully and got him to do anything he wanted.

Questions:

(a) What lessons do you learn from the life of the Sardar?

(b) What was Sardar's great skill?

(c) Give a short summary of the passage.

(d) Give a suitable title to the passage.

4. Write a paragraph on any one of the following topocs:

(a) Work is worship.

(b) Importance of Books

(c) A friend is need is friend indeed.


